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Gerund Phrases: Paragraph Activities 

Cure for the Common Cold: Informative 
Practice using gerund phrases by writing a short paragraph describing the symptoms of a common ailment 
and explaining its treatment.   
 

Select a common ailment: 
 common cold  hiccoughs   insomnia toothache 
 shin splint  side ache during exercise  hangnail  chapped lips 
 poison oak rash  frog in the throat   cough  dry skin 
 

Do a little general research (or use your background knowledge) to find the symptoms and treatments for 
the ailment.  Make a T-chart with symptoms on one side and treatments on the other.   
 

Write a short paragraph about the ailment containing at least three gerund phrases.  Some example 
sentences for athlete’s foot are listed below. 
        Spraying antifungal medicine on the affected spot is the best treatment for athlete’s foot. 
         Athlete’s foot can cause stinging and burning between the toes. 
 You can treat athlete’s foot by keeping the area clean and dry. 
 Itching is the first sign of athlete’s foot. 
 

** Be especially careful not to confuse gerunds (a noun) with participials (an adjective). 
  Gerund = One symptom is burning between the toes. (noun—complement of the verb ,IS)  
         Participial = One symptom is a burning sensation between the toes. (adj—describing SENSATION) 
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Gerund Phrases: Paragraph Activities 

Gerund Phrasetry: Narrative 

Phrasetry allows students to practice writing  a particular phrase through poetry.  In these short writing 
pieces, students will experiment with and explore the possibilities of the gerund phrase.  Three different 
forms are suggested below.  For all of them, remember that gerunds are present participle + optional 
complements and modifiers.  Do not confuse them with participials (adjectives) or the main verb.  
 
Example One:  Begin the poem with the famous expression, “seeing is believing.”  This saying has a gerund 
for its subject and for the complement of the verb, is.  The rest of the poem will contain lines of the same 
structure, GERUND IS GERUND. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example Two: Use gerund phrases as objects of the preposition.   The poem begins with a sentence that 
contains an unfinished prepositional phrase.  Use various gerund phrases to complete the sentence in each 
line of poetry.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example Three: Use gerund phrases as complements of the verb, “means.”  Select an abstract concept to 
define like friendship.  Write lines of poetry with various gerund phrases to define what the abstract concept 
means. 

Seeing is believing 
Risking is having faith 
Trying despite failure is demonstrating strength 
Borrowing is mortgaging the future 
Fighting is standing firm 
       Sonia Remick 

 

There will always be time for petting the dog. 
There is always time for comforting a friend. 
There is always time for upholding the truth. 
There is always time for stilling the mind. 

                                                    Sonia Remick 

 
Friendship means getting to know someone. 
Friendship means forgiving someone. 
Friendship means laughing with someone. 
Friendship means crying with someone. 
Friendship means staying with someone. 
    Sonia Remick 

More gerunds to inspire lines 
of poetry 

 

gerunds: hoping, believing, 
promising, dedicating, giving, 
confiding, living, being, 
surviving, growing, changing, 
loving, sharing, needing 

Other Possibilities 
 

Everyone should care about … 
No one should be afraid of … 
Friendship cannot survive without … 
Life should be about ... 

Other Possibilities 
 

truth  success 
beauty  freedom 
justice  luck 
charity  generosity 
courage  confidence 

 


